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Our Weekends Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 218 pages.
Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.5in.Derek just found out that the
natural disasters hes seen tearing up the world are not just
random earthquakes and monsoons. They are the result of a
dragon, hellbent on destroying the world as it lusts for the one
thing it wants the most; the illuminating book that Derek just
picked up in a parking lot off of a talking cat. Failing high school
is the least of Dereks problems now, for the book has chosen him
as its champion, destined to face the bloodthirsty dragon in a
duel for the fate of the world. DEREK AGONS SLAYS A DRAGON is
Young Adult Fantasy novel about the absurd journey of a high
school junior who gets crossed and double crossed as he
traverses modern day America in search of the beast.
Accompanied by a furiously curious talking cat, Derek soon
uncovers a hidden world deep within his own that is filled with
books that glow with desire, an ancient order of talking animals
clinging desperately to the past, and a mysterious girl who keeps
the world turning. All of that, of course, plus the evil dragon
Derek...
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Reviews
It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and
valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schmeler
This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i
will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin
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